
1: Hello at first choose one background of 
you choice. Exempl, If you wan’t create
one scenario of cowboy choose the desert



2: now clicked on setup scene at you left



3: When you are here choose the setting that suits you



4: arrived here choose the character 
you want, when you move the 
character you will see an area it shows 
the place where it will be located



5: now customized your character



6: choose the name of the character (attention if 

you do not put the same name as me you would 

not see the same name on the screen for example 

that you will code) I have choose adultperson (by 

default)



7: For return on the edit code clicked on the 
bottom « edit code » at the bottom right



8: I chose to create the scene of an alien who 
hides this



9: For choose the personnage of if you wan’t make
the instruction cliked on the case below the scene
and selected the main carachter (the humain)



10: Take the command say so that
your character say what you want



11: if you want your character to say 
what you want click on the command 
custom textString and type what you 
want (example: hello)



12: I have choose the 
command turn to face to 
orient my carachter in front 
of the wall



13: now take move to for move the 

character to the wall



14: so as not to stay in the wall during 

the staging I will go back my character 

with "move backward 2.0"



15: changes the character and takes 

the camera with which I will advance it 

to the head of the alien



16: changes the character and takes the 

camera with which I will advance it to 

the head of the alien



17: return to the human and now 

it will be necessary to make him 

go around the wall so that he 

finds the alien. so put move to 

the right 0.5



18: maintenant mettre move forward

4.0 pour faire avancer le personnage 

derrière le mur



19: then have the human's head directed to 

look at the alien with alien turn to face



20: now to finish choosing the camera and 

orienting it towards the human to show on the 

paln that the human to find the alien

if you want to take the command say with the 

human and type "I found it"


